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ABSTRACT: The lithium−sulfur battery has long been seen as a
potential next generation battery chemistry for electric vehicles owing to
the high theoretical specific energy and low cost of sulfur. However,
even state-of-the-art lithium−sulfur batteries suffer from short lifetimes
due to the migration of highly soluble polysulfide intermediates and
exhibit less than desired energy density due to the required excess
electrolyte. The use of sparingly solvating electrolytes in lithium−sulfur
batteries is a promising approach to decouple electrolyte quantity from
reaction mechanism, thus creating a pathway toward high energy
density that deviates from the current catholyte approach. Herein, we
demonstrate that sparingly solvating electrolytes based on compact,
polar molecules with a 2:1 ratio of a functional group to lithium salt can
fundamentally redirect the lithium−sulfur reaction pathway by
inhibiting the traditional mechanism that is based on fully solvated
intermediates. In contrast to the standard catholyte sulfur electrochemistry, sparingly solvating electrolytes promote
intermediate- and short-chain polysulfide formation during the first third of discharge, before disproportionation results in
crystalline lithium sulfide and a restricted fraction of soluble polysulfides which are further reduced during the remaining
discharge. Moreover, operation at intermediate temperatures ca. 50 °C allows for minimal overpotentials and high utilization of
sulfur at practical rates. This discovery opens the door to a new wave of scientific inquiry based on modifying the electrolyte local
structure to tune and control the reaction pathway of many precipitation−dissolution chemistries, lithium−sulfur and beyond.

■ INTRODUCTION
Batteries as an electrochemical energy storage device have
transformed portable electronics and launched the current
generation of electric vehicles. Lithium ion (Li-ion batteries
have improved tremendously since their commercialization in
1991, but will be limited in specific energyand potentially
costby the intercalation host materials that comprise their
positive and negative electrodes. The use of chemical
transformations rather than intercalation to store energy may
provide a step change in specific energy and cost. Lithium sulfur
(Li−S) is one such transformation chemistry that has been
explored for decades with only modest success.1−4 Technoe-
conomic modeling of Li−S suggests that promising materials-
only fundamentals can translate to long-term goals at the
systems level, assuming that progress is made in reducing excess
material burdens.5 While current Li−S cells are lighter than Li
ion (350 vs 250 Wh kg−1), they have lower energy density and

significantly poorer cycle life.6−9 Excess electrolyte is also
required to overcompensate for its consumption in side
reactions with lithium metal and to fully solvate the polysulfide
intermediates. The fully solvating nature of conventional ether
electrolytes enables facile reaction kinetics but concurrently
promotes the migration of sulfur and polysulfides out of the
positive electrode, resulting in the isolation of active material
and/or unfavorable redistribution of reactants.10 Lithium metal
must be protected to achieve long cycle life. This protection
presumably would also mitigate the polysulfide shuttle
mechanism; however, sulfur and polysulfide redistribution
would still limit cycle life as has been demonstrated in many
other precipitation−dissolution chemistries.11,12
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The concept of sparingly solvating electrolytes has been
recently proposed, in theory, as a pathway to control reactant
distribution owing to the very low solubility of polysulfides in
such systems, and thus their short residence time in the
solvated state.13 Many well-known precipitation−dissolution
secondary electrodes operate successfully by using the sparingly
soluble concept, including Pb/PbSO4, Ag/AgCl, and Fe/FeCl2.
Unlike conventional Li−S electrolytes, sparingly solvating
electrolytes also break the coupling between the quantity of
electrolyte required in the cell and the reaction mechanism.
Solvates, ionic liquids, and superconcentrated electrolytes with
reduced sulfur and polysulfide solubility have been used with
varying degrees of success in Li−S cells.3,13−17 The electro-
chemistry reported in nearly all electrolytes exhibits the
traditional voltage response under galvanostatic discharge.
The initial capacity is delivered during a plateau in the 2.3−
2.4 V vs Li/Li+ range before transition to a second, lower-
voltage plateau around 2−2.1 V vs Li/Li+.18−20 The specific
capacity associated with the transition to the second plateau
varies, but often is near 300−400 mAh gs

−1. The solubility of
polysulfides in Li−S batteries can be suppressed through
properly designed electrolyte systems. For example, very high
salt concentrations in the electrolyte mean that most solvent
molecules strongly interact with the Li salt, leaving minimal or
none to solubilize polysulfides.21,22 A diluent, typically a
hydrofluorinated ether (TTE),23 is often added to reduce the
high viscosity of these electrolytes while maintaining or
reducing polysulfide solubility further.14,22 High salt concen-
tration electrolytes based on DOL:DME, glymes, and
acetonitrile (ACN) exhibit good polysulfide solubility control
and electrochemical performance in Li−S batteries.14,15,21,22,24

Such systems have been comprehensively reviewed.25,26

Another class of electrolyte composed of a mixture of a room
temperature ionic liquid with low donor ability and lithium-
bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonamide (LiTFSI) salt at a moderate
concentration also exhibits selectively low solvation power for
polysulfides of varied chain length.27−29 Li−S batteries using
this class of electrolyte show promising performance.

A recent report of Li−S electrochemistry using an electrolyte
with ACN2LiTFSI as the primary solvate and TTE as a diluent
demonstrated a nontraditional reaction pathway.3 This electro-
lyte was classified as a nonsolvent, since it exhibited no
solubility for typical polysulfides at room temperature. Using
sulfur melt-infused into a mesoporous carbon host, sulfur
utilization and Coulombic efficiency (CE) were enhanced.
However, the electrochemistry at room temperature suffered
from very significant polarization (overpotential) on both
discharge and charge. Overcoming this factor is essential to
move such an approach to more practical applications. Herein,
we demonstrate that switching the nonsolvent electrolyte into a
sparingly solvating electrolyte accomplishes this, confirming our
original concept earlier theorized. We find that a moderate rise
in operating temperature actually redirects the reaction pathway
owing to a fundamental change in relative rates for competing
reactions. This is evident from the unique electrochemical
profile that is exhibited, which has not been observed before in
Li−S batteries at elevated temperature.30 The underlying
process is not based on a simple increase of polysulfide
solubility with temperature. Mechanistic modelingwhich
reproduces the highly unusual electrochemical profileshows
that species are generated that act as internal redox mediators.
We accomplish greatly reduced polarization even with
micrometer-sized sulfur particles. This discovery opens the
door to a new wave of scientific inquiry based on modifying the
electrolyte local environment to tune and eventually control the
reaction pathway of many precipitation−dissolution chem-
istries.

■ RESULTS

Electrochemistry. In Figure 1, the electrochemical
behavior of Li−S cells using ACN2LiTFSI−TTE electrolyte
(1:1 by volume, denoted as ACN−TTE cell) is compared to 1
M LiTFSI in DOL:DME (1:1 by volume) with 2 wt % LiNO3
electrolyte (denoted as DOL:DME cell). Cells were charged/
discharged at a C/30 rate at different operating temperatures
using various electrode architectures. In Figure 1a, the

Figure 1. First cycle voltage profiles during galvanostatic cycling at a C/30 rate (1C = 1675 mA gs
−1): (a) at 30 °C using bulk sulfur electrode in

ACN−TTE compared to bulk sulfur electrode in DOL:DME and (b) at 55 °C using bulk sulfur electrodes in ACN−TTE compared with
DOL:DME; specific discharge and charge capacities over multiple cycles for bulk sulfur electrodes in ACN−TTE compared to DOL:DME; (c) at 30
°C and (d) 55 °C. The DOL:DME electrolyte contains 2 wt % LiNO3 additive.
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electrochemistry in the standard DOL:DME catholyte provides
facile kinetics and reasonable sulfur utilization at 30 °C. In
contrast, the cells with ACN−TTE electrolyte show a large
overpotential. The use of melt-infused sulfur is typically
necessary to obtain good sulfur utilization.31 However,
micrometer-sized sulfur particles were used in this study. We
believe that this can shed light on the nature of the
electrochemistry that is truly intrinsic to sulfur, thereby
providing mechanistic insights and guidance to overcome
major stumbling blocks in solvate electrolyte systems. Figure 1b
shows the voltage profiles at 55 °C. The DOL:DME cell shows
electrochemical behavior similar to that at 30 °C, except with a
higher discharge capacity of 1505 mAh gs

−1. Therefore,
increasing the temperature of the “catholyte” cell does not
signficantly alter the behavior but promotes the transition to
solid Li2S, thus increasing the capacity allocation in the second
plateau. In sharp contrast, the electrochemistry of the ACN−
TTE cell is remarkably improved by mild heating. At 30 °C, the
initial capacity of the cell is only ∼580 mAh gs

−1, and it exhibits
poor energy efficiency resulting from the large voltage gap
between discharge and charge (polarization). Conversely, the
voltage profile at 55 °C shows minimal polarization and
excellent sulfur utilization of 1435 mAh gs

−1. The polarization
for the ACN−TTE electrolyte at 55 °C is even lower than that
observed in DOL:DME, in fact. Even at half the electrolyte
volume, i.e., an electrolyte/sulfur (E/S) ratio of 5 mL gs

−1, a
very similar profile is observed, albeit with a little less capacity
(see Figure S1). We note that the latter E/S value is close to
the limit that can be sustained, but if the electrode is calendared
to 20 μm thickness and if a single layer of separator is
employed, the E/S ratio could be further lowered to 1.6
mLelectrolyte/gs: see calculations in Table S1. The CE during
cycling is almost 100%, indicative of suppression of the
polysulfide (PS) shuttle process even though no LiNO3
additive was added to passivate the negative electrode.32

These electrochemical characteristics of the ACN solvate
system are particularly noteworthy as the positive electrode

uses micrometer-sized (not mesoporous) sulfur as the active
material.
Three additional features of sulfur electrochemistry in the

ACN−TTE electrolyte at 55 °C are striking due to their
atypical nature. First, the 2.35 V plateaucharacteristic of
conversion of S8 to long-chain polysulfides in conventional
catholyte electrolytesis absent in the ACN−TTE system.
This reveals that the mechanism of sulfur reduction in the ACN
solvate is different from that of conventional electrolytes.
Second, a noticeable voltage “dip” at ca. 450 mAh gs

−1 during
discharge separates the first and second plateaus. The dip is
much larger in magnitude compared to what is commonly
observed in catholyte systems. The presence of a voltage drop
and recovery is often ascribed to a nucleation overpotential or
supersaturation event preceding the onset of precipitation as
will be discussed later. However, in our case, the voltage
actually rises after the dip. On the second plateau, the charge is
delivered at an electrode potential higher than during the first
400 mAh gs

−1 of capacity. Open-circuit voltage (OCV)
measurementsdiscussed at length laterconfirm that a
difference in equilibrium voltage is responsible for the voltage
rise and not a difference in overpotential due to kinetic factors.
These three characteristics of the sulfur electrochemistry in the
ACN−TTE electrolyte, coupled with the excellent sulfur
utilization and low polarization at 55 °C, result from a
fundamentally different reaction pathway than what has been
repeatedly reported in the literature over the past 20 years.
Figures 1c and 1d show the capacity retention over 50 cycles

of the cells utilizing ACN−TTE and DOL:DME electrolytes.
As expected, the capacity retention of the DOL:DME cells is
poor at this slow C/30 rate: a direct consequence of the highly
active PS shuttle process in the absence of any physical
confinement of sulfur in the electrode. Although a high initial
capacity of ∼1500 mAh gs−1 is seen in DOL:DME at 55 °C, the
PS shuttle effect is exacerbated at this temperature and the CE
quickly drops. On the other hand, ACN−TTE cells exhibit
improved cycling compared with DOL:DME cells, at both 30

Figure 2. First cycle voltage profiles of separate ACN−TTE cells using bulk sulfur electrodes: (a) using C/30 rate and at indicated temperatures and
(b) at a temperature of 55 °C but using various cycling rates (1C = 1675 mA gs

−1); GITT profiles using ACN−TTE cells at (c) 55 °C and (d) 30
°C; the green lines indicate where the equilibrium voltages lies upon relaxing.
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and 55 °C. At 30 °C, the ACN−TTE cell requires a few initial
activation cycles, but the capacity is delivered with >99% CE. At
55 °C, no activation is required, the sulfur utilization is
excellent, and the ACN−TTE cell exhibits very high CE.
Evidently, in the ACN solvate even at moderately high
temperatures, the crossover of PS species from the positive to
negative electrode is somewhat suppressed. However, capacity
fade occurs, which could be related to other additional
detrimental side reactions. To explore this, we isolated the
lithium from the positive sulfur electrode with an Ohara glass
membrane: a single-ion conductor (denoted as Ohara-ACN
cell).33 Over 50 cycles after peak capacity, the Ohara-ACN cell
shows 89% capacity retention while the ACN−TTE cell shows
only 48% capacity retention (Figure S2). Future studies with
protected lithium electrodes will probe the underlying
mechanisms at play more closely, but are beyond the scope
of this work.
To confirm the very significant improvement found at

moderate temperatures with the ACN2LiTFSI−TTE solvate
electrolyte, KB/S and CMK-3/S melt-infused sulfur composites
with nanostructured carboneous materials were also examined
at both 30 and 55 °C (Figure S3). The melt-infused sulfur
composites, KB/S and CMK-3/S, behave similarly at 30 °C.
Both appear to promote greater utilization of sulfur than the
simple physical mixture of bulk sulfur and carbon black.
However, all three sulfur electrodes exhibit striking similarities
in the electrochemical discharge at 55 °C. Specifically, all cells
show a plateau at the beginning of discharge; the characteristic
dip at ∼400−450 mAh gs

−1; and the subsequent increase in
voltage on traversing the dip (Figure S3b). Encouraging is that
the capacity and cycling stability of bulk sulfur electrodes are
comparable to elaborately architectured sulfur electrodes at 55
°C (Figure S3d).
To fully understand the effect of elevated temperature on the

electrochemistry, the first cycle in separate ACN−TTE cells
was measured at several temperatures, from 20 to 70 °C. Figure
2a shows the remarkable change of the system with
temperature. Lower than 30 °C, a very large IR drop is
observed at the start of discharge and the capacity is highly
limited. At 37 °C, polarization in the initial discharge is
reduced, a broad voltage dip starts to take shape, and more
capacity is extractable beyond the dip. Further increase in
temperature leads to reduced polarization in both regions along
with a concomitant increase in capacity. The voltage of the
region beyond the dip becomes higher than the first plateau at
45 °C. In parallel, the sulfur utilization is also maximized to
∼1503 mAh gs

−1 (∼90% of the theoretical capacity) at 70 °C.
Similar evolution of the electrochemical profile is also observed
as a function of C-rate for the first cycle (Figure 2b). This
uncanny similaritywhether the temperature or the rate of
charge/discharge is changedstrongly suggests that complex
factors affect the electrochemical response, and particularly that
of the second plateau.
In summary, the Li−S discharge profile in ACN−TTE at

moderate temperatures consists of a long plateau, interrupted
by a prominent, unique dip in the profile around 400−500 mAh
gs
−1. Inspection reveals a small increase in electrode potential

just past the dip. The fact that the lowest potential occurs for
the first ∼25% of discharge is most unusual. This does not arise
from impedance contributions but is actually thermodynamic in
origin. In Figures 2c and 2d, the galvanostatic intermittent
titration technique (GITT) is used to measure the quasi-OCV
of the ACN−TTE cells at both 55 and 30 °C. In the region

before the dip, the quasi-equilibrium voltage attains a constant
value of 2.20 V at 55 °C. Interestingly, the exact same OCV was
obtained at 30 °C, which was masked during discharge (Figure
1a) by a large overpotential (∼200 mV larger than at 55 °C).
As alluded to earlier, a low OCV of 2.20 V measured early in
discharge points to a distinctly different reduction pathway.
Additionally, the presence of a flat plateau up to ca. 450 mAh
gs

−1 suggests that the system exhibits classic two phase
behavior, i.e., direct conversion of S8 to another product.
This process is largely independent of the temperature of the
reaction. The equilibrium voltage profile at 55 °C does not
show the dip, indicating that the underlying process is
kinetically controlled. In the region past the dip the voltage
response is complex: the OCV shows a small, continuous
increase in the range of 400−1000 mAh gs

−1, followed by a
reduction toward the end of discharge. Additional studies that
(a) explore the complexity of the reaction by interpretation of
the GITT dynamics and (b) show that the addition of TTE
improves the kinetics without altering the inherent thermody-
namics of the Li−S cell are provided in Figures S4 and S5.
To investigate if the new electrochemical signature dip is a

unique phenomenon of only ACN2LiTFSI, we performed
sulfur electrochemistry using 1 M LiTFSI in ACN and another
solvate electrolyte using THF, THF2LiTFSI−TTE. The 1 M
LiTFSI in ACN electrolyte shows electrochemical behavior
similar to that seen in other fully solvating electrolytes, such as
in DOL:DME. In sharp contrast, the Li−S electrochemistry
observed in THF2LiTFSI−TTE solvate closely resembled that
of the ACN2LiTFSI−TTE electrolyte (see Figure S6 for
details). Therefore, the presence of polar molecules with a 2:1
ratio of a functional group to lithium salt seems to enable the
unique electrochemistry in these solvate electrolytes.

Physical and Chemical Characterization. As described
earlier, the ACN−TTE cell shows a high capacity of ∼1430
mAh gs

−1 at 55 °C, indicating a high sulfur utilization up to
86%. The enhanced sulfur utilization and lowered polarization
compared to room temperature cells is significant and could be
the result of enhanced reaction kinetics from increased
polysulfide solvation, a solid-state reaction, or other factors.
To further probe the reaction mechanism, operando XRD and
XAS, polysulfide solubility, and other physicochemical measure-
ments were carried out.

Ionic Conductivity and Polysulfide Solubility. The ionic
conductivity of ACN−TTE electrolyte increases only margin-
ally to 2.64 mS cm−1 at 55 °C from 1.59 mS cm−1 at 27 °C
(Figure S7). It is unlikely that such a small increase can solely
explain the much improved and complex electrochemistry at
moderately high temperatures. We also measured the solubility
of elemental sulfur and polysulfides (using Li2S6 as the
representative species) by UV−vis spectroscopy at 70 °C.
These results are shown in Table 1. The room temperature
solubility of Li2S6 in ACN−TTE was below the detection limit

Table 1. Solubility Limit of Elemental Sulfur (S8) and Li2S6
Determined Using UV−Vis Spectroscopy at an Elevated
Temperature of 70 °C for Different Solvent/Electrolytes

solubility (mg/mL)

TTE ACN−TTE G4-LiTFSI G4-LiTFSI, rta

Li2S6 0.11 0.20 4.90 0.57 (Li2S4)
S8 0.013 0.035 0.190

aValues taken from ref 14 (rt: room temperature).
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of the UV−vis spectrometer. In contrast to the colorless
solution at room temperature, the ACN−TTE electrolyte
saturated with Li2S6 shows a pale yellow color at 70 °C,
indicating some solubility (see details in Figures S8a and S8c).
No precipitation occurred after the solution was cooled down
to room temperature, even after 2 weeks. As quantified by UV−
vis spectroscopy, the ACN−TTE electrolyte can dissolve 0.20
mg mL−1 of Li2S6, which corresponds to 0.2% of the total Li2S6
(if all the sulfur converted to Li2S6) in a cell with an electrolyte
to sulfur ratio of 10 mL g−1, or 0.02% at the target ratio of
electrolyte to sulfur of 1 mL g−1. In stark contrast, TEGDME
solubilizes ca. 100% of the Li2S8 at an electrolyte to sulfur ratio
of 4 mL g−1.26

Also, sulfur exhibits 1 order of magnitude lower solubility
(Table 1), excluding its role in enhancing the reaction kinetics.
These results confirm that ACN−TTE sparingly solvates
polysulfides at elevated temperature. This small but essential
effect acts as redox mediator for an otherwise solid-state
reaction as we explain in the Discussion. Note that the ACN−
TTE electrolyte shows almost double the solubility compared
to pure TTE, which is likely due to the altered complexing
behavior of the solvate at elevated temperatures: for instance,
the presence of some free ACN solvent due to a shifted

equilibrium.34 A TEGDME solvate (G4-LiTFSI) consisting of
an equimolar ratio of TEGDME and LiTFSI, monitored using
the same procedure, dissolves 25 times more Li2S6.
Interestingly, however, G4-LiTFSI does not show major
changes in its electrochemical behavior upon increasing
temperature, much in the same way that DOL:DME does
not.14 GITT studies show that the G4-LiTFSI solvate exhibits
an OCV of 2.35 V in the initial dischargecharacteristic of
conversion of S8 to long-chain polysulfidesfollowed by a
second plateau of a lower voltage (Figure S9). Clearly,
increasing the solubility beyond a certain range might not
necessarily be beneficial and/or only increasing the solubility is
not sufficient to improve the electrochemistry. Fine details of
the solvate chemistry and structure may play a preeminent role
in determining the nature of the solubilized intermediates. In
fact, Dunning et al. suggest that a reactant solubility of the
order of 1 × 10−4 M (i.e., 0.02 mg mL−1 for Li2S6) is desired for
long-lived and high-rate capability batteries based on
precipitation/dissolution chemistry.35

X-ray Diffraction. Operando XRD was performed to
understand the time-resolved evolution of crystalline species
in the sparingly solvating electrolyte system. Although we
observe the formation of crystalline Li2S upon discharge and re-

Figure 3. Operando XRD characterization of sulfur electrochemistry in two different electrolytes using ground KB-bulk sulfur electrodes. The XRD
patterns of electrodes (a) after first full discharge and (b) after first full charge in ACN−TTE and DOL:DME electrolytes at room temperature (rt)
or elevated temperatures, along with that of the pristine electrode. (c, e) The waterfall diagrams showing the evolution of XRD patterns (22−33°)
obtained operando as a function of discharge/charge states and (d, f) the peak-area quantified evolution of crystalline sulfur (α- or β-S8, blue dotted
lines) and Li2S (green dotted lines) phases as a function of the capacity, during the first full cycle for cells in (c) the DOL:DME electrolyte at 60 °C
and (e) the ACN−TTE solvate electrolyte at 70 °C. The red patterns in the central position of panels c and e indicate the end of discharge; the
colors in panels d and f code distinct stages with different compositions in terms of the presence of S8 and Li2S (blue, only S8; green, only Li2S;
yellow, neither S8 nor Li2S; red, both S8 and Li2S).
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formation of sulfur for both ACN−TTE and DOL:DME
systems (Figures 3a and 3b respectively), their evolution of S8/
Li2S is quite different. The individual diffraction patterns as a
function of discharge/charge are shown in Figures 3c and 3e,
respectively, as “waterfall” plots. The evolution of elemental
sulfur/Li2S was quantified by integrating the respective major
peak areas in these patterns, and are presented along with the
corresponding electrochemical profiles in Figures 3d and 3f.
On discharge, compared to the DOL:DME electrolyte where

rapid consumption of sulfur is completed before the super-
saturation point (first purple region, Figure 3d), the ACN−
TTE cell exhibits more gradual consumption of sulfur (purple
region), which is complete only at the end of the second
plateau (first pink region, Figure 3f). However, no other
crystalline phase is detected. For ACN−TTE, after the first
plateau, crystalline Li2S starts forming before the very end of
the voltage dip (pink region, Figure 3f), which may indicate a
nucleation overpotential for the crystallization of Li2S. As
discussed in the Supporting Information, the dip has a complex
response during extended cycling, and a definitive under-
standing is beyond the scope of the present study. The
proposed reaction corresponding to the voltage rise after the
dip is discussed later. In summary, the linear increase of Li2S
and an almost constant amount of sulfur over the second
plateau (pink region, Figure 3f) suggests a two-phase reaction
to form Li2S from the disproportionation of Li2S2−4 that
involves sulfur. At the very end of discharge (corresponding to
the third plateau in GITT study, Figure 2c), sulfur is fully
consumed, resulting in the voltage drop.
A salient contrasting feature of the two electrolyte systems is

apparent on charge. While both commence discharge with
orthorhombic α-S8, after charge, the ACN−TTE cell maintains
the α-phase. However, a metastable monoclinic β-S8 is obtained
for the catholyte DOL:DME cell, consistent with that
previously reported.4 This strongly suggests that a different
conversion pathway exists for the ACN−TTE solvate, although
its exact nature is still unclear.36,37 Furthermore, for the
DOL:DME system upon charge, sulfur formation begins only
toward the final stage of charging (S8

2− → β-S8 + 2e−; purple
region in Figure 3d); however, sulfur forms much earlier for the
ACN−TTE cell, just before the voltage rise (pink region,
Figure 3f). This early onset of sulfur formation indicates a more
facile oxidation of short to mid chain length polysulfide
intermediates directly to sulfur. We further note the copresence
of solid S8 and Li2S in ACN−TTE (the red region in Figure 3f),
in contrast to their mutually exclusive presence in the
DOL:DME system (purple and yellow regions in Figure 3d).
This demonstrates a quasi-solid-state reaction in the ACN−
TTE system that is not dominated by polysulfide solution
mediation as in the DOL:DME system. The S8/Li2S evolution
at room temperature for the ACN solvate system shows a
similar trend to that at elevated temperature (Figure S10),
although more unreacted S8 is present on discharge. This
means that sparing solvation at elevated temperature does not
affect the products of discharge/charge, but only alters the
speciation pathway, as described above in the GITT studies,
and later in the Discussion.
X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy. In order to confirm that

polysulfide species are formed prior to the dip even during
elevated temperature operation, operando XAS experiments
were carried out. The data are qualitative rather than
quantitative owing to spectral distortion from self-absorption
of the large sulfur particles. Nonetheless, in agreement with

prior room temperature studies, lithium polysulfides are indeed
clearly generated upon the initiation of discharge (Figure
S11a).3 XRD experiments (Figure 3 and Figure S10) do not
identify the formation of any new crystalline phase prior to the
dip in ACN−TTE cells, irrespective of the temperature at
which the electrochemistry is performed. Amorphous discharge
products, however, are invisible by XRD. Evidently, the early
formation of Li2S2−4 species results in the lower first-plateau
voltage of the ACN−TTE cells. Spectral evolution during
operando XAS is largely consistent with the consumption of
sulfur and subsequent growth of polysulfides on the surface of
sulfur particles (see Figure S11 for details). Ex situ SEM and
EDX studies were used to analyze the sulfur morphology and
distribution in the cathode and Li anode after cycling. The EDX
sulfur mapping in the ACN−TTE system shows that the sulfur
particles remain in a similar distribution as in the pristine
electrode, upon cycling. Also, sulfur quantification in the
lithium anode reveals that a factor of 10 less sulfur is found
compared to a DOL:DME cell, which is in agreement with only
minimal polysulfide shuttling (Figures S12 and S13).

■ DISCUSSION
Proposed Reaction Scheme. Based on the observations

reported above, we propose the following reaction scheme.
Only two electrochemical reactions are utilized with equili-
brium potentials suggested by observations made in the GITT
study, though a slow relaxation process confounds the potential
for reaction 2. The first reaction, eq 1, is hypothesized to be the
direct formation of a polysulfide species Li2Sn·(4−n)S (i.e.,
Li2S4) in a two phase process. The nominal stoichiometry Li2S4
is suggested based on Faraday’s law; the observation of
moderate- to short-chain polysulfides in XAS; and the absence
of other crystalline species in XRD. Eq 2 corresponds to the
reduction of a polysulfide with some small but perhaps essential
solubility in the electrolyte, here referred to as Li2S6 although
LiS3 would also be possible. The remaining reactions are
chemical in nature and do not require an electron transfer from
the conducting network to proceed.

+ + ↔ =+ − U
1
2

S 2Li 2e Li S 2.2 V8 2 4 (1)

+ + ↔ =+ − U
1
2

Li S Li e Li S 2.3 V2 6 2 3 (2)

+ ↔ +Li S Li S Li S Li S redox mediation2 3 2 4 2 2 6
(3)

+ ↔Li S
1
8

S Li S S consumption2 3 8 2 4 8

(4)

↔ +Li S Li S
1
4

S Li S consumption2 3 2 8 2 3

(5)

We believe that the role of increasing temperature is to raise
the concentration of a key reactant in the electrolyte, eq 2. This
increased reactant concentration may be the result of higher
solubility and/or increased driving force for the cleavage of a
divalent polysulfide into a monovalent radical such as shown in
eq 6. Nonetheless the radical concentration is still low, i.e.,
below the detection limit by XAS (Figure S11).

↔ ↔Li S Li S 2LiS2 6(s) 2 6(l) 3(l) (6)
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Kinetic Modeling. To examine the feasibility of the
proposed scheme, a kinetic model was created and solved
numerically to generate a voltage profile, track temporal
speciation, and quantify reaction rates (see Figure S14). The
intermediate Li2S3 was assumed to undergo rapid chemical
reaction by eqs 3−5 to minimize the number of unknown
parameters to be fit. Figure 4 illustrates the results for one set of

rate constants for discharge at the C/30 rate. The model is able
to recreate the voltage dip and higher voltage during the middle
third of discharge as reported experimentally. Key observations
from this simulation are that sulfur lingers and in some
conditions regenerates during the middle third of discharge
where the electrode potential rises near or above the standard
potential for reaction 1.
Herein lies the counterintuitive nature to this new pathway.

The first reaction is more facile than the rest and thus controls
the initial discharge voltage. This is seen in Figure 1 and Figure
2 where there is less polarization during the initial discharge.
However, once reaction 1 has consumed a majority of sulfur,
another reaction must carry the current. Our proposed scheme
suggests that the equilibrium established by reactions 2 and 4
will generate a very small, but finite, quantity of a soluble
polysulfide species from the existing Li2S4 generated by reaction
1. These polysulfides are referred to here as Li2S6, but others
are also possible. The dip observed during discharge is the
overpotential necessary to drive reactions 2 and 3. This then
generates greater quantities of Li2S6, lowering the overpotential
for further production. This autocatalytic type behavior results
in a quick rise in the potential if the electrolyte can solubilize
the important redox mediator. We believe that the solution
concentration of the latter is the difference between room
temperature and moderate temperature electrochemistry. Once
sufficient polysulfide solubility is reached, the redox mediation
of S8 and Li2S4 allows for high specific capacities to be accessed
with minimal overpotential.
The question remains as to why eq 1 is favored in the ACN−

TTE class of electrolytes over the formation of long-chain
polysulfides observed in traditional catholyte electrolytes such
as DOL:DME, eqs 7 and 8.38

+ + ↔ ° =+ − US 2Li 2e Li S 2.39 V8 2 8 (7)

+ + ↔ ° =+ − U
3
2

Li S Li e 2Li S 2.37 V2 8 2 6 (8)

We hypothesize that the dramatically reduced solubility of
both elemental sulfur and polysulfides hinders the reaction
kinetics of the traditional pathway to the point where eq 1 is
favored. The competition between a solution pathway and a
quasi-solid-state pathway likely always exists. In DOL:DME, the
solution pathway kinetics are at least an order of magnitude
more facile and thus the mixed potential is set by the solution
pathway shown in eqs 7 and 8. Thus, a highly sloping regime is
observed. Conversely in an electrolyte system that minimizes
the solution reduction of S8 to Li2S8 and all the following redox
mediation, we observe a classic two-phase reaction for the first
2.2 V plateau defined by eq 1. At the latter stages of reduction,
the potential is again mixed and is therefore lower than the 2.3
V expected from eq 2 alone.
The variation in solution concentration of Li2S6 is observed

as the voltage rise after the dip and the increased overpotential
at the end of discharge. The voltage response in the regions
dominated by S and Li2S4 suggests little dynamic change in
solution concentration (i.e., rapid dissolution and precipitation
at the solubility limit). Alternatively, the process proceeds in the
solid-state via a chemical transformation absent of concen-
tration gradients. We have used the term quasi-solid-state to
describe this reaction. XRD and XAS studies leave unanswered
questions to the exact speciation and mechanism. However, we
believe that this unique pathway will be more completely
elucidated through future complementary operando experi-
ments.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In the Li−S battery, the use of sparingly solvating electrolytes
provides a unique approach to control reactant distribution and
hence the electrochemistry of the cell, while suppressing the
solubility of polysulfides. While such sparingly solvating systems
such as the ACN2TFSI−TTE examined here are effectively
“nonsolvent” electrolytes at room temperaturewhich results
in significant cell polarizationmoderately raising the temper-
ature promotes the solubility of key reaction intermediates. It
enables operation at practical rates with minimal overpotential.
More importantly, the electrochemical profile is profoundly
changed by comparison to that observed in fully solvating
electrolytes such as the well-known DOL:DME system. While
lithium sulfide, Li2S, is still formed on discharge and consumed
on charge as proven by operando XRD measurements, the very
low but non-negligible solubility of polysulfides in the
ACN2TFSI−TTE electrolyte fundamentally alters the pathway
to form lithium sulfide. This gives rise to a quasi-solid-state
reaction and minimal polysulfide shuttling. The initial
formation of intermediate- to short-chain polysulfides is also
in sharp contrast to a typical solvated electrolyte system where
long-chain polysulfides are favored at the start. We propose that
this owes to a change in relative kinetic rates for competing
reactions, because the dramatically reduced solubility of both
elemental sulfur and polysulfides hinders the reaction kinetics
of the traditional pathway. Pairing sparingly solvating electro-
lytes with a protected Li-metal anode is the next step in the
path to mitigate the polysulfide shuttle effect, and reach a high
energy density and long-lived Li−S battery by minimizing
electrolyte volume and polysulfide crossover. More generally,
however, this discovery opens the door to tailored design based
on modifying the electrolyte local environment to tune and

Figure 4. Simulated voltage profile using a kinetic model with a set of
rate constants for discharge at the C/30 rate (1C = 1675 mAgs

−1). The
colored lines indicate the simulated evolution of each sulfur species as
a function of specific capacity.
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ultimately control the reaction pathway of many precipitation−
dissolution chemistries.
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